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Abstract
This paper presents an analysis of what types of values, especially in regards to obedience
vs. independence, families impart to their children and how these values interact with social
mobility. In the model, obedience is a useful characteristic for employers, especially when wages
are low, because independent workers require more incentives (when wages are high, these
incentives are automatic). Hence, in low-wage environments, low-income families will impart
values of obedience to their children to prevent disadvantaging them in the labor market.
To the extent that independence is useful for entrepreneurial activities, this then depresses
their social mobility. High-income and privileged parents, on the other hand, always impart
values of independence, since they expect that their children can enter into higher-income
entrepreneurial (or managerial) activities thanks to their family resources and privileges. I
also discuss how political activity can be hampered when labor market incentives encourage
greater obedience and how this can generate multiple steady states with different patterns of
social hierarchy and mobility.
Keywords: culture, entry barriers, independence, labor, obedience, parenting, social mobility,
wage.
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Introduction

There is increasing recognition that social norms, various dimensions of preferences and values imparted by families and communities are linked to economic and political outcomes.1
Although the emphasis of the earlier literature has been on the effects of cultural factors on
economic outcomes, many aspects of culture are also likely to be endogenous to economics and
politics.2 This paper builds on this “economics of culture” literature, but also departs from it
in two ways. First, I build on Acemoglu and Robinson (2021) who proposed a framework in
which cultural configurations are highly adaptable (“fluid”) and responsive to changes in the
balance of political power or economic incentives, because fluid cultures allow their attributes
to be rewired to generate several feasible cultural configurations. In line with this perspective, I explore the co-determination of culture with equilibrium in the labor market—which
in particular impacts social incentives via the level of labor demand, wages and patterns of
employment rationing. Second, differently from Acemoglu and Robinson (2021), my focus is on
how very different cultural configurations emerge between different strata of the same society.
In particular, the model developed in this paper emphasizes how the labor market equilibrium
generates divergent incentives across agents with different social and economic roles. This
encourages elites/entrepreneurs to adopt parenting styles and socialization methods that cultivate greater independence among their offspring,3 while pushing non-elites/workers towards
obedience, which promotes an internalized social hierarchy in society.4
Social hierarchy, and specifically whether individuals have internalized notions of “obedience” affecting their economic and political behavior, is a basic building block of any social
order. Indeed, many theories going back to Durkheim place social hierarchy at the center of
a society’s culture. The idea that social hierarchy is maintained because “elites” have dominant values, while non-elites have internalized subordinate or obedient values goes back at
1

See, among others, Putnam (1993, 2000), Greif (1994), Roland (2004), Tabellini (2008, 2010), Mokyr (1990,
2016), Guiso, Sapienza and Zingales (2009), Fernandez and Fogli (2009), Algan and Cahuc (2010), Besley and
Persson (2019), Besley (2020), Alesina, Giuliano and Nunn (2013) and Giuliano (2007).
2
Recent work emphasizing the two-way causality between culture (or social norms) and economic or political
institutions includes Tabellini (2009), Acemoglu and Jackson (2015), Bisin, Seror and Verdier (2019), Besley
and Persson (2019) and Fernandez (2011).
3
The use of the notion “value” follows Parsons (1951) and is in line with the vast majority of the economics
literature on this topic. Nevertheless, I note that this is a major simplification, and in practice, cultural
configurations may not determine unique values, as emphasized by Geertz (1973) Swidler (1986) and Sewell
(2005) and recently discussed in Acemoglu and Robinson (2021).
4
In economics, parenting styles have recently been studied by Doepke and Zilibotti (2012, 2019). Independent versus obedient values are closely related to their notion of “authoritative” versus “authoritarian”
parenting.
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Figure 1: Attitudes towards independence, obedience, and hard work by family income and
parents’ education, 1981-2018: This figure presents unconditional averages (orange bars) and
the two standard-error confidence intervals (black whiskers) of support for independence, obedience and hard work for different levels of family income (top three panels) and parent’s
education level (bottom three panels) from the Integrated Value Survey for all available waves
from 1981 to 2018. See the Appendix for variable definitions and sample information.
least to Inkeles (1960).5 It is also linked to the notion of “power distance”, whereby higher
power distance corresponds to a more hierarchical society, with those at the top commanding
greater power than the rest, often because of differences in internalized values and attitudes
(e.g., Bourdieu and Passeron, 1990, Willis and Willis, 1981, Hofstede, 1980, Oakes, 2005).6
Figure 1 uses data from the World Values Survey and shows that, consistent with these
ideas, the importance that parents attach to independence, obedience and hard work (which
I interpret to be related to obedience) is strongly related to family income and father’s
education—positively for independence and negatively for obedience and hard work.7 Fig5

This type of internalized social hierarchy transmitted within family (or more generally community) is
consistent with several lines of work. Campbell et al.’s classic book (1960) emphasized the formation of
divergent political preferences within the family (see also Nie, Verba and Petrocik, 1976, Miller, Shanks and
Shapiro, 1996, Ventura, 2001, Jennings, Stoker and Bowers, 2009). The system justification theory developed by
Jost and collaborators (e.g., Jost and Major, 2001, Haines and Jost, 2000, and Jost, Pelham and Carvalo, 2002)
focuses on the internalization of social hierarchy, and the social psychology literature explores the psychological
channels via which this may happen (e.g., Miller and Kaiser, 2001). The role of different parenting styles and
values by families from varying social economic backgrounds has been emphasized by several scholars, including
Kohn (1959, 1989), Lipset (1959) and Pearlin and Kohn (1966) and the literature building on these early works
(see also Doepke and Zilibotti, 2012, 2019). The broader role of power relations in workplaces, schools and
society at large has been emphasized in the economics literature in Bowles and Gintis (1976).
6
One of the oft-emphasized cultural differences across different communities and groups is between individualism and collectivism (e.g., Durkheim, 1893; Greif, 1994; Hofstede, 1980). This is closely related to but
different from the distinction between independence and obedience. In contrast to individualism vs. collectivism, in the framework here the choice of independence versus obedience is not a uniform one across agents,
but rather one in which some social economic groups choose obedience, while others take a more dominant
position, often partly by imparting independent values.
7
The notes to the figure give the exact wording for the relevant questions and sample sizes.
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Figure 2: Within and between country variation on attitudes towards independence, obedience,
and hard work from Figure 1.
ure A1 in the Appendix shows an analogous relationship once country, survey and cohort fixed
1

effects are taken out, demonstrating that the same relationship is true within countries and
cohorts. In short, rich and educated parents appear to value very different traits—related to
independence—in their children than less prosperous and less educated ones.
In line with the emphasis on within-society heterogeneity in cultural configurations, Figure
2 shows that about 90% of the variance of all three variables plotted in Figure 1 are within
country, with the between-country component accounting for not much more than 10%. Put
simply, in contrast to the common emphasis on cross-country differences in values and attitudes,
when it comes to independence vs. obedience, most of the variation is within country and
accounted for by the social status of parents.
The main question addressed in this paper is how the labor market equilibrium influences
obedience vs. independence, providing a potential explanation for the within-country variation
shown in Figures 1 and 2
The emphasis on the labor market’s effects on culture and values is seldom considered in
the economics literature. Nevertheless, many sociology works emphasize the broader social
role of obedience in workplaces (e.g., Negandhi and Prasad, 1971, Edwards, 1976, Kohn, 1969,
Hofstede, 1980, Willis and Willis, 1981). Closer to economics, Bowles and Gintis (1976) argued
that the major problem of capitalist economies is to prepare workers for obedience to their
bosses and interpreted the role of schooling in the United States in this light.
This paper builds on these insights, but develops them in a different direction than the
previous literature. I assume that workers can be either obedient or independent. Independent
workers can become entrepreneurs and are also more productive in regular production tasks
(for example, because they generate more problem-solving ideas). In contrast, obedient work-
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ers cannot become entrepreneurs and have lower productivity in production tasks. However,
obedient workers are easier for employers to monitor and direct than are independent workers.
Specifically, because of standard incentive reasons combined with limited liability, employers
have to pay efficiency wages to their workers. Obedient workers are less likely to deviate
from the rules imposed on them by their employers, and hence require a lower efficiency wage
premium. This may make them more profitable to employ despite their lower productivity.
The key question in the model turns on whether parents prefer to impart obedient or independent values in their children. For parents who know that their child will become an
entrepreneur, independence is always preferred. For parents expecting that their children will
become a worker with a high probability, there is a trade-off. Independent workers will need
to be paid a higher efficiency wage and thus will have greater earning conditional on being
employed. On the other hand, if there is insufficient labor demand, then obedient workers who
can work “for cheap” (for a smaller efficiency wage premium) will find jobs, while independent
workers may be rationed out. This may then motivate parents to go for obedience rather than
independence. In summary, when labor demand is limited and employment rationing is low,
non-elites will have an incentive for obedience-focused parenting. More generally, this mechanism captures the phenomenon that, in some societies, parenting styles and family decisions
can be a potent source of persistence of social hierarchy. For example, the well-off inculcate
attitudes to their children that make them feel privileged, which then becomes useful in their
professional and social life, while the less well-off inculcate different attitudes, encouraging
obedience.
These cultural values may influence the demand side of the labor market via the number
and productivity of entrepreneurs in the economy. When non-elites impart obedient values,
their children may lack the skills to become entrepreneurs and may further keep labor demand
low.
I also outline how obedience-independent values affect political equilibria. This aspect matters in the context of the current model because the political process will be one of the factors
affecting entry barriers into entrepreneurship, which then indirectly matters for wage levels,
the extent of rationing and preferences for independence versus obedience. The key assumption
here is that obedient individuals are also politically less active in defending their (and their
economic and social) interests. This opens the way to a multiplicity of steady states: when
there is a lot of social mobility, workers expect their children to have economic opportunities
and choose independent parenting styles. Independent types are active in politically supporting
4

their interests, which keeps entry barriers low and benefits them both directly (they can enter
entrepreneurship) and indirectly (wages are higher with lower entry barriers). In contrast,
when there is little social mobility, workers expect their children to be economically disadvantaged and choose obedient parenting. This not only keeps entry into entrepreneurship low, but
also supports a political equilibrium with high entry barriers, because obedient workers are
less likely to vote for or organize in pursuit of their own economic interests. To the best of my
knowledge, this is a new source of multiplicity of equilibria, supporting very different types of
social mobility and hierarchies.
In addition to the economics of culture and sociology literatures discussed above, this
paper is related to a small literature in economics studying social mobility (e.g., Piketty, 1995,
Benabou and Ok, 2001, Leventoğlu, 2004, Acemoglu, Egorov and Sonin, 2018). None of these
papers explore the cultural foundations of social mobility, even though these cultural ideas are
mentioned in qualitative accounts of social mobility, such as Erikson and Goldthorpe (1992).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the baseline
model, and presents the analysis of this environment without any social mobility and then
with endogenous social mobility. Section 3 endogenizes political behavior and contains the
result on multiplicity of socio-political equilibria. Section 4 concludes with a brief discussion of
various extensions and topics for future research. The Appendix contains various extensions.

2
2.1

Baseline Model: Socio-Economic Equilibrium
Environment

The economy is in discrete time and is populated by a continuum 1 of non-overlapping generations. Each individual lives for one period and begets a single offspring. The main interaction
within the family is a parent’s choice of “values” or preferences for their offspring. Instantaneous (stage) utilities are defined over expected net income (so that all agents are risk neutral).
In particular, individual h of generation t has overall utility
h
Uth = ξ(uht − Bth ) + (1 − ξ)(uht+1 − Bt+1
),

(1)

where uht denotes this individual’s expected income, Bth is a non-pecuniary cost due to potential
h
entry barriers incurred when a non-entrepreneur enters into entrepreneurship, uht+1 and Bt+1

denote her offspring’s expected income and entry cost, and ξ ∈ (0, 1). This specification
imposes a type of “warm glow” altruism where parents care about the net income of their
5

offspring, but not about the continuation utility. In addition, in what follows, I focus on the
case where ξ → 1, so that the individual cares much more about her net income than her
offspring. This will ensure that current occupation decisions are not made in order to reduce
the next generation’s entry costs.8
I also assume that there is a small probability ε > 0 that a dynasty will come to an
end and there is a measure ε of new dynasties coming in to keep the population constant
(and these dynasties start as non-entrepreneurs and are thus subject to entry barriers). This
churning of dynasties is introduced as a “selection device” in order to remove some uninteresting
indeterminacy (which arises because there are kinks in labor demand due to entry barriers).
Since ε is playing the role of a selection device, in what follows I focus on the case in which
ε → 0.
Each individual has a type denoted by θth ∈ {o, i} where o designates “obedient” and i
corresponds to “independent”.9 Throughout an individual’s type is public knowledge. How
these affect individual preferences and productivity will be discussed below. For now, I specify
that each parent h (of generation t) decides their “parenting style” — obedient or independent
— corresponding to their decision of whether to impart obedient or independent values to
their offspring. These parenting style decisions are denoted by vth ∈ {o, i}. If a parent of type
h
θ chooses parenting style v, then the type of the offspring will be θt+1
= o with probability
h
1 − πθv and θt+1
= i with probability πθv . We assume that πθv satisfies the following two

natural conditions:
1 > πi· > πo· > 0 and 1 > π·i > π·o > 0,

(2)

implying that all else equal, parents who are themselves independent are more likely to have
independent offspring, parents who are choosing to impart independent values are more likely
to have independent offspring, and all of these probabilities are between 0 and 1.10
There are two occupations: entrepreneurship and production work. Individuals who are
not in entrepreneurship or production work are unemployed and receive zero income (as an
innocuous normalization). In what follows, I will use the index he for an agent who is an
8

Alternatively, parents may fail to take into account the dynamic implications of their occupational choices
due to myopia. If they were to take them into account, this would lead to a dynamic programming problem,
which is analyzed in detail in Acemoglu (2008). Doing so would not change any of the qualitative features
emphasized here, though the analysis would become more involved.
9
As discussed in the Introduction, throughout “independent” refers to an individual with greater initiative
as well as independence and less willingness to abide by organizational or societal rules.
10
One could go further and allow these probabilities to also depend on whether a parent is an entrepreneur
or a worker. This would add an additional degree of history dependence without affecting the main results
emphasized here (but slightly complicating the notation).
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entrepreneur and hn for a non-entrepreneur (worker). I will use the index h for a generic
parent, when there is no need to distinguish between entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs. I
will also denote the fraction (measure/number) of independent types among entrepreneurs at
time t by µet , and the fraction of independent types among non-entrepreneurs at time t by µnt .
As a production worker, each obedient individual can supply one efficiency unit of labor,
while each independent worker can supply γ > 1 efficiency units of labor (i.e., such a worker
is γ times more productive per hour as an obedient worker). Both types of workers are also
subject to a moral hazard problem. In particular, an individual can “shirk” in which case she
will not be productive. I assume that a shirking worker receives a non-pecuniary benefit υ > 0
and will be caught with probability δ ∈ (0, 1). In addition to the difference in productivity
resulting from different efficiency units of labor supply, obedient workers, by virtue of their
greater willingness to abide by organizational rules, have a lower return to shirking. We
model this by assuming that they incur an additional cost κ ∈ (0, υ) when they shirk, while
independent workers do not. When either type of worker exerts effort (rather than shirking),
then every efficiency unit of labor has the same productivity. Finally, I assume that there is
limited liability, and thus workers cannot be punished with negative wages.
Let us next derive the incentive compatibility constraints for independent and obedient
workers. Since the marginal product of each efficiency unit of labor (conditional on nonshirking) is the same, it is convenient to formulate these constraints in terms of wage per
efficiency unit of labor, w. Then the incentive compatibility constraint for independent workers
is γw ≥ (1 − δ) γw + υ, or

υ
.
(IC independent)
δγ
The left-hand side is the wage the worker will get if he does not shirk. The right-hand side is
w ≥ wi ≡

his expected utility if he shirks: he is not caught and receives the total wage γw (γ units of
labor times wage for efficiency unit of labor, w) with probability 1 − δ as well as the utility
from shirking υ, and is caught and just receives the utility from shirking with probability δ.
The second line rearranges the incentive compatibility constraint and specifies the minimum
wage that an independent worker needs to be paid so that he does not shirk, and defines wi
as the minimum wage at which an independent individual could be employed as a production
worker.
The incentive compatibility constraint for obedient workers is similar except that such a
worker has one efficiency unit of labor and incurs the additional cost κ if she shirks. This

7

implies a similar incentive compatibility constraint for independent workers:
w ≥ (1 − δ) w + υ − κ
υ−κ
≥ wo ≡
.
δ

(3)

This equation analogously defines wo as the wage at which an obedient individual can be
employed as a production worker. The assumption that κ < υ implies that an obedient
worker, working at the minimum wage consistent with non-shirking, wo , will still receive a
positive wage and a rent.
I next impose a crucial assumption for the rest of our analysis:
Assumption 1
κ>

γ−1
υ.
γ

This assumption implies
wi > wo ,
so that, even taking into account the greater productivity of independent workers, their moral
hazard problem is worse than that of obedient workers. In particular, the wage that will
ensure that they do not shirk, wi , is greater then the incentive compatible wage for obedient
workers, wo . This introduces a key trade-off into our economic environment: from a productive
efficiency perspective, it is better for production workers to be independent, but this also
necessitates higher wages (for incentive compatibility purposes). For this reason, depending
on labor demand, the equilibrium might create an advantage for obedient workers.
The final difference between independent and obedient individuals is in entrepreneurship.
Independent individuals are assumed to be more productive as entrepreneurs (because they
have greater initiative or creativity). In particular, I assume that an individual of type θ has
access to the following production technology:
κ
Aθ ltα ,
α

(Production function)

where lt denotes the number of production workers hired at time t, α ∈ (0, 1), Ai > Ao > 0,
and κ is a constant. In what follows, I will set κ ≡ α1+α (1 − α)1−α to simplify the expressions.
Since labor markets are competitive, the demand for efficiency units of labor by an active
entrepreneur of type θ when the equilibrium wage is wt , denoted by lθ (wt ), is given by
κAθ lθ (wt )α−1 = wt ,
8

or

lθ (wt ) =

κAθ
wt

1
 1−α

(4)

.

Note that I have already imposed the equilibrium restriction that all efficiency units of labor
will trade at the same price wt . In particular, there will not be a separate price for the
labor hours of obedient and independent workers. This simply follows from competitive labor
markets: conditional on incentive compatibility, one efficiency unit of labor from either type of
worker has the same productivity, so if one efficiency unit of labor by an independent worker
were more expensive, then all employers would prefer to hire only obedient workers, and vice
versa. This, however, does not rule out the possibility that only one type of worker will be
hired in equilibrium, as I describe next.
Finally, I assume that the entry cost Bt is nonpecuniary (meaning that this cost is pure
waste). This cost is incurred by the offspring of a non-entrepreneur if she decides to enter
entrepreneurship at time t. Offspring of entrepreneurs do not incur this cost, because their
parent can pass their business to them (similar to Acemoglu, 2008). This description implies
that, in terms of equation (1), Bth = Bt if dynasty h was not in entrepreneurship at time t − 1
and chooses to enter entrepreneurship at time t, and Bth = 0 otherwise. Bt will be endogenized
as part of a political equilibrium later.

2.2

Definition of Equilibrium

A socio-economic equilibrium, or equilibrium for short, is defined as a dynamic allocation in
which all individuals make the (privately) optimal occupational choices, labor markets clear
subject to “incentive compatibility,” and all parents impart optimal values to their offspring
at each point in time.
More specifically, in a socio-economic equilibrium, each individual h of generation t and of
j

type θ and current occupational status j ∈ {e, n} chooses: (i) vth to maximize utility, (1) (which
h
amounts to maximizing the net income of their offspring, uht+1 − Bt+1
); (ii) their occupation

to maximize their own net income, uht − Bth , given the entry barrier Bt and the market wage
wt ; and (iii) if he becomes an entrepreneur, he then chooses a level of employment lθ (wt ) to
maximize profits, i.e., as given by (4). The market wage wt at time t is such that the labor
market at time t clears with the following restrictions and rationing rule: (i) the market wage
wt is incentive compatible, meaning that all workers employed in production work weakly
prefer not to shirk (i.e., if only obedient types will be employed in production work, then

9

wt ≥ wo , and if both types will be employed in production work, then wt ≥ wi );11 (ii) if given
occupational and labor demand choices, total labor demand is equal to labor supply at some
incentive compatible wage we (i.e., with we ≥ wi ), then wt = we is the equilibrium wage; (iii)
if not, then some workers who prefer to be in production work will remain unemployed; (iv)
the rationing rule is such that if the market wage satisfies wt ≥ wi and both obedient and
independent types prefer production work, then priority is given to obedient types.
The definition is standard except three features: first, it has a “social” element, given by
the choice of values by parents. Second, there is the rationing requirement, which will be
explained further below. Third, recall that we are taking ξ in (1) to be arbitrarily close to
1, so that when making their occupational decisions, individuals do not take into account the
implications of these for the potential future entry costs of their offspring (in case they decide
to enter entrepreneurship), but their parenting decisions are made to maximize their offspring’s
net income.
Figure 3 illustrates this definition in simple labor supply-demand diagram and motivates
the rationing assumption. Incentive compatible labor supply takes the form of a step function,
since obedient workers can be employed only at wages above wo (otherwise they will shirk and
not be productive), and independent workers can be employed only at wages above wi > wo .
Thus if labor demand is limited, as shown in the first panel, the equilibrium will have a wage
between wo and wi , and only obedient workers will be employed.
But what happens if labor demand is greater than this amount but still less than what is
required for full employment, as shown in the second panel? Now a rationing rule between the
two types of workers needs to be specified. If we were to set up the definition of equilibrium as
a game-theoretic one, with workers or firms making offers to the other side of the market, then
priority in employment would naturally go to obedient types. This is because any allocation
in which the wage is equal to wi and some obedient types are left unemployed, while some
independent types are employed, would lead to a profitable deviation of the following form: a
firm would make an offer to an unemployed obedient worker at some wage strictly greater than
wo and strictly less than wi (or the worker would make a similar offer). This deviation would
strictly increase the utility of both parties. To rule out such deviations, the equilibrium should
give priority to obedient workers whenever there is rationing. To simplify the description of
strategies, I use a definition based on competitive equilibrium with rationing and impose this
11

This description makes use of Assumption 1, ensuring that wi > wo , so that if there is rationing, obedient
workers will be chosen first.
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particular rationing rule. This is without any loss of generality relative to adopting the more
elaborate game-theoretic definition of equilibrium.

wi
Wage

Wage

wi

wo

wo

Labor

Labor

Figure 3: Labor Market Equilibrium with Low Demand and Intermediate Demand

A steady-state (social-economic) equilibrium is simply a (social-economic) equilibrium in
which prices and quantities are constant over time.
Finally, throughout I refer to a dynamic or steady-state equilibrium as unique if prices and
quantities are uniquely determined.

2.3

Equilibrium with No Social Mobility

I first analyze the economy without any social mobility. This implies Bt >> 0 for all t so that
it is prohibitively expensive for the offspring of a non-entrepreneur to become an entrepreneur
at any point in time. I also assume that there is no exit from entrepreneurship.12
At the wage rate w, the profits of an obedient entrepreneur can be written as
Πθ (w) =

κ
Aθ lθ (w)α − wlθ (w),
α
α

1

= w− 1−α Aθ1−α ,

(5)

where lθ (w) is the optimal labor demand of an entrepreneur of type θ at the wage w given by the
expression in (4), and the second line follows by substituting it in and using the normalization
12

The exact expression for the threshold above which the entry barrier needs to be is provided in the next
subsection, where I also provide conditions under which no entrepreneur would like to exit.
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introduced above, κ ≡ α1+α (1 − α)1−α . For an obedient individual to prefer entrepreneurship
α
− 1−α

it is sufficient to have Πo (wo ) = wo

1

Ao1−α ≥ wo , or Ao ≥ wo . Independent types are more

productive in entrepreneurship, and when employed, will be more productive and earn higher
wages in production work as well.In what follows, I impose a sufficient condition to ensure that
both obedient and independent types prefer entrepreneurship when the wage is wi :
Assumption 2
Ao > wi and Ai > γ 1−α wi
Just like Assumption 1, this assumption will be maintained throughout, even when it is
not stated.
Armed with these assumptions, we can now characterize the dynamic equilibrium without
social mobility. We first determine the parenting styles of entrepreneurs.
Claim 1 In an equilibrium with no social mobility, entrepreneurs will always impart indepene

dent values to their offspring, i.e., vth = vi for all t.
This follows directly from the fact that children of entrepreneurs will be entrepreneurs
and independent entrepreneurs have sufficiently high productivity. For this reason, every entrepreneur prefers their offspring to be independent, and since πii > πoi , every entrepreneur
will prefer to adopt an independent parenting style.
Let us next determine the evolution of high-productivity (independent) entrepreneurs starting with initial condition of E0 ∈ (0, 1) entrepreneurs with a fraction µe0 of them being independent. From Claim 1, all entrepreneurs choose to impart independent values to their offspring,
and as a result the dynamics of µet without social mobility are given by
µet+1 = πii µet + πoi (1 − µet ),

(6)

which follows simply from the fact that the probability that the offspring of an independent
entrepreneur (choosing to impart independent values) is independent is πii , whereas the same
probability for the offspring of a non-entrepreneur (again choosing to impart independent
values) is πoi . It is straightforward to verify that, given (2), µet monotonically converges to a
unique steady-state value,

πoi
.
(7)
1 − πii + πoi
Let us next turn to labor demand. This follows from the profit maximizing decisions of enµ̄e =

trepreneurs of different types — in particular, from the decisions of independent entrepreneurs
12

who have productivity Ai and of obedient entrepreneurs who have productivity Ao . Using (4),
total labor demand in the no social mobility equilibrium, as a function of the wage, wt , can be
written as
LNSM
D

(wt |E0 , µet )

≡

E0 [µet li (wt )

+ (1 −

µet )lo (wt )]


= E0

κ
wt

1
 1−α


1

1

µet Ai1−a

+ (1 −

µet )Ao1−a


.
(8)

Note that the total number of entrepreneurs is constant at E0 since there is no social mobility
(entry costs are prohibitively high and there is no exit from entrepreneurship). The labor
demand schedule evolves over time only because of changes in the fraction of independent
entrepreneurs, µet .
Equilibrium in the labor market can take one of three forms. To describe this, let us also
denote the fraction of independent types among non-entrepreneurs (workers) by µnt , which will
determine the effective units of labor in the population (since independent workers have γ > 1
efficiency units of labor).
1. Labor demand can be so high that the equilibrium wage is greater than or equal to the
wage necessary to motivate even independent workers and ensure full employment. In
particular, such an equilibrium requires
LNSM
(wt |E0 , µet ) = (µnt γ + (1 − µnt )) (1 − E0 ) ,
D
for some wage wt ≥ wi (where LNSM
(wt |E0 , µet ) is given by (8)). In this case, the
D
probability that an independent worker will be hired at time t is qti = 1.
2. Labor demand is sufficiently low that none of the independent workers will be employed,
i.e., qti = 0. In particular, when the fraction of independent workers among total workers
at time t is µnt , the condition for such an equilibrium to exist is:
LNSM
D

(wt =

wi |E0 , µet )


≡ E0

κ
wi

1
 1−α


1

µet Ai1−a

1

+ (1 −

µet )Ao1−a



< (1 − µnt )(1 − E0 ). (9)

Intuitively, this condition implies that at the wage wi , which is necessary to motivate
independent workers, labor demand LNSM
(wt = wi |E0 , µet ) is less than the total supply
D
of obedient workers, thus ensuring that the equilibrium wage must be strictly less than
wi . In this case, all independent workers will be unemployed, and whether all of the
obedient workers will be employed or not depends on whether LNSM
(wt = wi |E0 , µet ) is
D
less than or greater than (1 − µnt )(1 − E0 ).
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3. Labor demand can be in an intermediate range so that
(1 − µnt )(1 − E0 ) ≤ LNSM
(wi |E0 , µet ) < (µnt γ + (1 − µnt ))(1 − E0 ).
D
In this case, the equilibrium wage must be wi , so both obedient and independent workers
strictly prefer to be in production work, but there will not be enough demand for all
of them. Thus some workers will be forced into unemployment. The rationing rule
described above implies that priority in employment will be given to obedient workers,
but typically some of the independent workers will also be employed. In particular, we
can compute the probability that an independent worker will be hired as
qti =

LNSM
(wi |E0 , µet ) − (1 − µnt )(1 − E0 )
D
∈ [0, 1),
µnt γ(1 − E0 )

(10)

which uses the fact that the (1−µnt )(1−E0 ) obedient workers will be hired first according
to the rationing rule of the competitive equilibrium, and then the remaining labor demand
in efficiency units, LNSM
(wi |E0 , µet )−(1−µnt )(1−E0 ), will be divided among the efficiency
D
units of the independent workers, of which there are µnt γ(1 − E0 ) in efficiency units.
I next discuss parenting style decisions of non-entrepreneurs. Imparting independent values
(which makes it more likely that their offspring will be independent) has a benefit because of
the greater number of efficiency units of labor that independent workers have, but also a cost
because independent workers, who require a greater incentive compatible wage, are more likely
to be unemployed. Let us now study how this trade-off plays out.
First consider the case in which qti = 1. In this case, it is clear that the income of independent workers is greater than that of obedient workers, thus making independent parenting
style optimal. Next, if qti = 0, then the expected income of an independent individual is zero,
and thus obedient parenting style is optimal. In the case where qti ∈ (0, 1), we know that the
equilibrium wage must be wi , and the expected income of an independent offspring is qti γwi ,
while that of an obedient offspring is wi (since obedient workers are employed with probability
1 when qti > 0). This leads to a straightforward characterization of the optimal parenting style
of non-entrepreneurs:
Claim 2 With no social mobility, non-entrepreneurs impart obedient values to their offspring,
n

n

h
h
i.e., vt−1
= vo , if qti < 1/γ; impart independent values, i.e., vt−1
= vi , if qti > 1/γ; and are

indifferent between parenting styles when qti = 1/γ.13
13

Note the timing. Parents at time t − 1 are choosing parenting style taking into account the labor market
equilibrium at time t. None of the key conclusions depend on this forward-looking parenting style, and myopic
(backward-looking) choice of parenting style would lead to similar results.
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To make further progress, let us find the combinations of µet and µnt such that q(µet , µnt ) =
1/γ. Note that

q(µet , µnt )








 E0
= max min 






1
  1−α
κ
wi

1

1

µet Ai1−a

µet )Ao1−a

+ (1 −


− (1 −

µnt )(1

µnt γ(1 − E0 )



− E0 )  


; 1 ; 0 ,





where the maximum and minimum make sure that q(µet , µnt ) remains between 0 and 1. Setting
this expression equal to 1/γ, we find that when q(µet , µnt ) = 1/γ (which is of course less than
1), we have
E0


1
  1−α
κ
wi

1
1−a

µet Ai

1
1−a

+ (1 − µet )Ao
µnt γ(1



− (1 − µnt )(1 − E0 )
=

− E0 )

1
,
γ

or

 1 

1
1
κ 1−α e 1−a
1−a
e
E0
µt Ai + (1 − µt )Ao
= (1 − E0 ),
wi
This
implies
that
whenever
which
does
not
depend on
µnt .

1
  1−α
1
1
E0 wκ
µet Ai1−a + (1 − µet )Ao1−a
< 1 − E0 , we have qti < 1/γ, and whenever
i


1
  1−α
1
1
1−a
κ
e 1−a
e
µt Ai + (1 − µt )Ao
E0 w
> 1 − E0 , qti > 1 /γ. Defining µ̃e such that:14


i


E0

κ
wi

1

 1−α

e

1
1−a

µ̃ Ai

e

1
1−a

+ (1 − µ̃ )Ao


= 1 − E0 ,

(11)

the following stronger version of Claim 2 is obtained.
n

h
Claim 3 If µet > µ̃e , then all non-entrepreneurs prefer independent parenting style, i.e., vt−1
=
n

h
vo ; and if µet < µ̃e , then non-entrepreneurs prefer obedient parenting style, i.e., vt−1
= vi .

Conveniently, these relationships are independent from the fraction of independent types
among non-entrepreneurs, µnt , and depend only on the fraction of independent types among
entrepreneurs, µet . This enables a simple graphical analysis of dynamics in the (µnt , µet ) space,
which will be depicted in Figure 4. Before presenting this analysis, it is useful to determine
the dynamics of the fraction of non-entrepreneurs that are independent. This fraction can be
written as
µnt = I (µet > µ̃e ) (πii µnt−1 + πoi (1 − µnt−1 )) + I (µet < µ̃e ) (πio µnt−1 + πoo (1 − µnt−1 )),
14

Clearly µ̃e is a function of E0 , but I suppress this dependence to simplify notation.
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(12)

where I (µet > µ̃e ) is the indicator function which determines whether non-entrepreneur parents
choose independent or obedient values for their parenting style, and for simplicity, I have not
explicitly written the intermediate case where µet = µ̃e , where the value of µnt is not uniquely
determined since parents are indifferent between obedient and independent parenting styles.
It is clear from (12) that depending on whether µet is greater than or less than µ̃e , µnt will tend
to a steady-state value of either
µ̄ni =

πoi
πoo
or µ̄no =
,
1 − πii + πoi
1 − πio + πoo

(13)

where, of course, µ̄ni is the same as µ̄e in (7), since in both cases all individuals are choosing
independent parenting. Note also that µ̄ni in (13) is the asymptotic limit when µet > µ̃e , while
µ̄no is the limit when µet < µ̃e .
Now returning to Figure 4, from Claim 1, entrepreneurs always choose to impart independent values to their offspring, so the dynamics of µet monotonically converge to µ̄e , which is
marked as a horizontal line in the figure. Another horizontal line is placed at µ̃e . We then
separately treat
two cases where µ̄e< µ̃e and µ̄e > µ̃e . These are respectively equivalent to

1
  1−α
1
1
E0 wκ
µ̄e Ai1−a + (1 − µ̄e )Ao1−a being greater than or less than 1 − E0 .

Independent Entrepreneurs

Independent Entrepreneurs

i

µ̃e

µ̄e

µ̄e

µ̃e

µ̄ho
µ̄hi
Independent Workers

µ̄ho
µ̄hi
Independent Workers

Figure 4: Dynamics of Fraction of Independent Entrepreneurs and Workers

The left panel of Figure 4 corresponds to the case where µ̄e < µ̃e , while the right panel is
for µ̄e > µ̃e . In each case, the arrows show the direction of change of µet and µnt . In particular,
when µet < µ̄e , µet will increase and vice versa. Also, when µet > µ̃e , µnt will increase (until
it reaches µ̄no ) and when µet < µ̃e , µnt will decrease (until it reaches µ̄ni ). The two panels
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show that there is a unique steady-state equilibrium given by the intersection of µ̄e with the
vertical portions of the line for the optimal parenting decision of non-entrepreneurs. Note that
throughout the arrows are also uniquely determined, indicating that the dynamic equilibrium
is unique as well. This is despite the fact that payoffs to a parent depend on the parenting
style of other parents. These results follow from Claims 1 and 3, which make parenting style
decisions functions of µet (and not a function of µnt ). Finally, once the distribution of types
is determined, it is straightforward to characterize the equilibrium wage (in or out of steady
state) from the above characterization.
This diagrammatic analysis establishes:
Proposition 1 Suppose that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and there is no social mobility. Then
starting with any initial condition (µn0 , µe0 ), there exists a unique dynamic equilibrium. In this
equilibrium, whenever µ̃e < µet all parents choose independent parenting style, i.e., vth = vi for
e

all h, and whenever µ̃e > µet entrepreneurs choose independent parenting style, i.e., vth = vi ,
n

while non-entrepreneurs choose obedient parenting style, i.e., vth = vo .
Moreover, if µ̃e < µ̄e , then the unique equilibrium path converges to a steady state in which
all parents choose independent parenting style, i.e., v h = vi for all h, and the equilibrium wage
rate is given by we = w ≥ wi where


1
 κ  1−α
1
1
1−a
e
e 1−a
E0
= (1 − E0 )(1 + (γ − 1)µ̄e ).
µ̄ Ai + (1 − µ̄ )Ao
w
If µ̃e > µ̄e , then the unique equilibrium path converges to a steady state in which all ene

trepreneurs choose independent parenting style, i.e., v h = vi , and non-entrepreneurs choose
n

obedient parenting style, i.e., v h = vo . If

E0

κ
wi

1
 1−α


1
1
1−a
e 1−a
e
µ̄ Ai + (1 − µ̄ )Ao
< (1 − E0 )(1 − µ̄e ),

then the equilibrium wage rate is we ∈ [wo , wi ), and if this inequality is reversed, then the
equilibrium wage rate is wi .
Proposition 1 characterizes a situation in which entry barriers keep a group of dynasties
as the sole entrepreneurs, while the rest of the population is either employed as workers or
unemployed.
The key result of this proposition, and in some sense the main result of the paper as anticipated in the Introduction, is within-society cultural heterogeneity: entrepreneurial dynasties
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adopt a different parenting style than the rest of society. Recognizing their privileged position
(in particular, the fact that their children will become entrepreneurs), they impart values of independence to them, which will be useful in entrepreneurship. In contrast, non-entrepreneurial
dynasties recognize their disadvantaged (social and economic) position and understand that
their offspring will be better off having obedient values so that they adapt better to production
work, and as a result impart values emphasizing obedience.
However, Proposition 1 also emphasizes that this divergence is not because of imperfect
empathy making parents choose investments to make their offspring similar to themselves (as
in Bisin and Verdier, 2000, or Tabellini, 2009), but depends on the nature of the economic
equilibrium. When µ̃e < µet , the productivity advantage of independent workers is more
than offset by their lower likelihood of finding employment, and all non-entrepreneur parents
choose an obedient parenting style. In contrast, when µ̃e > µet , the number of entrepreneurs
is sufficiently high and non-entrepreneurial families also prefer independent parenting styles,
because this makes their offspring more productive.
Proposition 1 highlights that this divergence in values imparted by families depends on the
nature of the economic equilibrium. It does not arise when labor demand is sufficiently high
because in this case there is no rationing and thus no advantage for obedient workers. It also
does not arise when there are no entry barriers because then the offspring of non-entrepreneurs
could become entrepreneurs, encouraging independent parenting by all parents (as we will see
in the next subsection). However, when entry barriers close off this vocation to the children
of non-entrepreneurs and labor demand is low, the optimal parenting style of these agents
changes and places greater emphasis on obedience.

2.4

Equilibrium with Social Mobility

I next study this economy when entry barriers, Bt , are not prohibitive and there is exit from
entrepreneurship (and in the process also derive conditions for the “no social mobility” equilibrium studied in the previous subsection). To simplify the exposition and some of the details
of the analysis, I will focus on steady-state equilibria and then comment on local dynamics.
Given this steady-state focus, I parameterize Bt = bt wt and take bt = b.15 I will also drop time
subscripts whenever this will cause no confusion.
15

This assumes that entry costs are proportional to the wage, which could be because they involve labor
(though I am not modeling this and do not include it as part of the labor market clearing condition) or because
bribes or other inefficient transfers that need to be paid increase with the wage.
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Let us first consider the problem of an independent worker contemplating entry into entrepreneurship. If she remains a non-entrepreneur, her expected income is
(14)

qγw,

and if she enters into entrepreneurship, her income is given by equation (5) above minus the
cost of entry, or
1

α

w− 1−α Ai1−α − bw.
The comparison of these two expressions will depend on whether independent workers are
rationed or not. Let us first take the worst case scenario for independent workers, in which
labor demand is so low that q = 0 and w takes the minimum (incentive-compatible) value, wo .
Even then, if the entry cost is greater than the threshold

b̄ ≡

Ai
wo

1
 1−α

,

there will never be any entry into entrepreneurship by non-entrepreneurs. Hence, we trivially
have (where the weak inequality is without loss of generality):
Claim 4 If b ≥ b̄, then there is never any entry of non-entrepreneurs into entrepreneurship.16
To study the labor market equilibrium and parenting styles when b < b̄, I next introduce
a number of additional thresholds. First, let us suppose that there is full employment of
independent workers. Then in (14), we have q = 1, and the lowest (incentive-compatible) wage
is w = wi . At this lowest feasible wage, the comparison for a non-entrepreneur when it comes
to deciding whether or not to enter into entrepreneurship boils down to:
α
− 1−α

γwi ≤ wi

1

Ai1−α − bwi .

Setting the two sides of this inequality equal to each other, we obtain another threshold for
entry barriers:
b∗ ≡



Ai
wi

1
 1−α

− γ.

(15)

When b < b∗ and w = wi , all independent non-entrepreneurs would prefer to enter entrepreneurship.
16

This implies that for any ε > 0, the number of entrepreneurs will converge to zero in the very distant
future. But in what follows, I focus on the limit case where ε = 0, using ε → 0 as a selection device, as pointed
out above.
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The question then becomes whether independent types will enter into entrepreneurship
once the wage adjusts. To answer this question, I first define the wage w∗ (b) such that, when
the entry barrier is equal to b and there is full employment, independent non-entrepreneurs are
indifferent between entering into entrepreneurship and working:
α

1

γw∗ (b) = w∗ (b)− 1−α Ai1−α − bw∗ (b).
In particular, the left-hand side is the income of independent types under full employment,
while the right-hand side is the difference between their profits at this wage minus the cost of
entry. Rearranging terms in this equation yields:17
w∗ (b) ≡ Ai (b + γ)−(1−α) .

(16)

With this expression at hand, I now introduce two more assumptions.
Assumption 3
1

µ̄e κ 1−α γ > 1 − µ̄e .
To interpret this inequality, first suppose that all parents choose to impart values of independence to their offspring. In this case, if all independent types (whose population share in
steady state is µ̄e ) were to enter entrepreneurship, then labor demand at the wage w∗ (0), as
defined by (16)), would be given by the left-hand side of this expression. Labor supply, on the
other hand, would be made up of at most 1 − µ̄e obedient workers, each supplying one unit of
labor, as shown on the right-hand side. Because labor demand is decreasing in the wage and
w∗ (b) is decreasing in b, labor demand will be even higher at all entry barriers b ∈ (0, b∗ ), and
thus Assumption 3 is sufficient to ensure that there would also be excess demand for labor at
all entry costs b ≤ b∗ if all independent types entered entrepreneurship.
Moreover, in this case, all agents will indeed choose independent parenting, because we
are looking at an equilibrium in which there is sufficient entry into entrepreneurship and
thus full employment. Given full employment, independent parenting is a dominant decision
even for non-entrepreneurs. More broadly, parenting decisions will be straightforward in this
environment with social mobility. Because, as we will see, in steady state there will be either
no entry into entrepreneurship or, when there is entry, non-entrepreneurs will be indifferent
between production work and entrepreneurship. In both cases, therefore, the parenting choice
It can be verified that w∗ (b) < w̄ ≡ Ai γ −(1−α) , which is the maximal wage consistent with any agent
considering entry into entrepreneurship (even with zero entry cost), and also w∗ (b) > wi for all b < b∗ .
17
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of non-entrepreneurs will come down to whether an independent offspring can find employment
with sufficiently high probability (if the answer is yes, independent parenting is preferred, and
if it is no, obedient parenting is preferred).
Assumption 3 implies that the (steady-state) equilibrium wage can never be below w∗ (b)
when entry barriers are given by b. If it were below it, then all independent types, including
those who are currently non-entrepreneurs, would prefer entrepreneurship. This is inconsistent
with an equilibrium as I argue next. First, we cannot have w ≤ wi and w < w∗ (b), because
in this case obedient entrepreneurs would prefer to remain in entrepreneurship as well, which
is inconsistent with equilibrium, since labor demand would exceed even the left-hand side of
Assumption 3. Therefore, we must have w > wi , but in this case, all parents, including nonentrepreneurs, choose independent values, and from Assumption 3, labor market clearing is
again violated. Thus we conclude that w ≥ w∗ (b).
Can w be strictly above w∗ (b)? This would be the case if the demand for labor were
sufficiently high, even without any of the independent non-entrepreneurs entering into entrepreneurship (because when the wage is above this threshold, there is zero entry from this
group). The feasibility of this depends on whether obedient entrepreneurs (obedient offspring
of entrepreneur parents) stay in entrepreneurship. They will prefer to do so, when the entry
barrier is sufficiently high, pushing wages down to very low levels. Let us define the threshold
level of entry barriers for this as b∗∗ such that Ao = w∗ (b∗∗ ), or
b

∗∗


≡

Ai
Ao

1
 1−α

− γ < b∗ .

(17)

This expression follows by substituting for w∗ (b∗∗ ) from (16). By definition, when b ≥ b∗∗
obedient types prefer to remain in entrepreneurship. Conversely, when b < b∗∗ , they prefer to
exit entrepreneurship. But this is inconsistent with w > w∗ (b). To see why, note that w > w∗ (b)
implies that w > w∗ (b∗∗ ), and with the same argument as in the previous paragraph, w > wi .
This would imply, once again, that all independent non-entrepreneurs prefer production work
and do not enter entrepreneurship. On the other hand, because b < b∗∗ obedient types exit
entrepreneurship, which is inconsistent with a steady state.18
Therefore, the wage must be exactly equal to w∗ (b), which will support full employment
18

This argument again exploits the fact that for any ε > 0, we need some entry into entrepreneurship. When
the wage were above w∗ (b), the argument in the text establishes that this entry would not be forthcoming and
the number of entrepreneurs would gradually decline towards zero. Hence, for any ε > 0, the equilibrium must
have some exit and thus the wage must be at w∗ (b). As before, I then take the limit ε → 0 and focus on the
limit equilibrium in which the wage is equal to w∗ (b).
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(because once again w > wi ) and thus independent parenting by all agents. Finally, since
obedient types exit entrepreneurship, all entrepreneurs are independent types, which gives us:
Claim 5 Suppose Assumptions 1-4 hold. Then, when b < b∗∗ , the steady-state equilibrium
involves full employment, an equilibrium wage of w∗ (b), independent parenting style by all
types and exit of all obedient types from entrepreneurship. The measure of entrepreneurs is
1

 1−α
1
κ
1−a
S
S
Eexit (b)
A
= 1 − µ̄e + (µ̄e − Eexit
(b)γ).
(18)
i
∗
w (b)
S
(b), follows by noting that (i) all
The expression for the steady-state employment level, Eexit

entrepreneurs are independent, which explains the left-hand side; (ii) all agents are choosing
independent parenting, which implies that the population fraction of independent types is µ̄e ;
and (iii) as a result, workers consist of 1 − µ̄e obedient types and the independent types who
S
(b), who supply γ units of labor.
are not in entrepreneurship, µ̄e − Eexit

Let us next consider the case where b ∈ (b∗∗ , b∗ ). With the same argument, the wage can
never fall below w∗ (b). Can it exceed w∗ (b) in this range? I now impose one more assumption,
which will ensure that the answer is again no. In particular, I impose that the productivity
gap between independent and obedient entrepreneurs is large enough that at the wage w∗ (b∗∗ ),
when independent non-entrepreneurs are indifferent between entrepreneurship and production
work, obedient types strictly prefer not to enter entrepreneurship:
Assumption 4
Ai
>
Ao



b∗∗ + γ
b∗∗ + 1

1−α
.

Since the right-hand side of this expression is decreasing in b, it also ensures that only
independent types would consider entering entrepreneurship for all b ≥ b∗∗ . Moreover, by
definition, in this range, obedient entrepreneurs do not exit entrepreneurship. If we had w >
w∗ (b), there would be no entry into entrepreneurship at all, which is not consistent with a
steady state.
This argument establishes:
Claim 6 Suppose Assumptions 1-4 hold. Then, when b ∈ (b∗∗ , b∗ ), the steady-state equilibrium
involves full employment, an equilibrium wage of w∗ (b), independent parenting style by all
types, no exit from entrepreneurship by obedient types and no new entry. The measure of
entrepreneurs is E S (b), given by
1

 1−α


1
1
κ
1−a
S
e 1−a
e
E (b)
µ̄ Ai + (1 − µ̄ )Ao
= (1 − E S (b))(1 − µ̄e + γ µ̄e ).
w∗ (b)
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(19)

The steady-state number of entrepreneurs E S (b) differs from (18), because now there is
no exit of obedient entrepreneurs, and as a result, the steady-state fraction of independent
types among both entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs is µ̄e (since both entrepreneurs and
non-entrepreneurs are choosing independent parenting style and there is no exit or entry).
Finally, let us return to entry barriers in the range b ∈ (b∗ , b̄). Since b > b∗ , we will no
longer have full employment. If we had full employment even at the lowest possible wage
consistent with it, w = wi , then independent non-entrepreneurs would prefer not to enter
entrepreneurship (and from Assumption 4, obedient types would also prefer not to enter), and
this would be inconsistent with labor market clearing in the long run. As a result, in any
steady state in this range we must have w ≤ wi and some unemployment, and this level of
unemployment must be such that independent non-entrepreneurs are just indifferent between
entering and not entering entrepreneurship (this again follows from the same argument; if
they all preferred entrepreneurship or if they all preferred non-entrepreneurship, this would
not be consistent with long-run labor market equilibrium). Thus, to characterize steady-state
equilibria in this range, all we need to do is to find the value of rationing probability q such that
independent non-entrepreneurs are indifferent between production work and entrepreneurship.
With this purpose, let us first define a new threshold, b̃(q) such that for entry barriers
above this threshold, non-entrepreneurs do not want to enter into entrepreneurship when the
wage is wi and the probability of an independent worker getting a job is q. In particular,
α
− 1−α

entrepreneurship has a net income of wi
obtain


b̃(q) ≡

Ai
wi

1

Ai1−α − bwi , and setting this equal to qγwi , we
1
 1−α

− qγ < b̄.

(20)

First consider b ∈ (b∗ , b̃(1/γ)]. In this range, by construction, there will be no entry of
entrepreneurs provided that the probability of an independent type getting a production job
is q = b̃−1 (b) and the wage is wi (since by definition b > b∗∗ ). Because the probability of
an independent worker getting a job is greater than 1/γ, non-entrepreneurs will also choose
independent parenting. Moreover, the wage cannot fall below wi , because if it did, then it would
mean that no independent type would be able to get production work, and in this range of
parameters, all independent types would then prefer to enter entrepreneurship. Because there
is no exit in this range and both entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs are choosing independent
parenting, the equilibrium measure of entrepreneurs will then have to satisfy:
1
  1−α


1
1
κ
1−a
S
e 1−a
e
Ẽ (q)
µ̄ Ai + (1 − µ̄ )Ao
= (1 − Ẽ S (q))(1 − µ̄e + qγ µ̄e ),
wi
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(21)

which has a reasoning analogous to (19), except that on the right-hand side, there is explicit
allowance for the fact that only a fraction q of the independent types will be employed.
When b ∈ (b̃(1/γ), (b̃(0))), the argument is similar to the previous case, except that now
non-entrepreneurs choose obedient parenting. With the same argument, the wage cannot fall
below wi . Hence, there must be just enough labor demand in steady states to ensure labor
market clearing, which is now given by:
S



Ê (q)

κ
wi

1

 1−α

e

1
1−a

µ̄ Ai

1
1−a

e

+ (1 − µ̄ )Ao



= (1 − Ê S (q))(1 − µ̄no + qγ µ̄no ),

(22)

where the main difference from (21) is that on the right-hand side we have µ̄no as given in (13),
since non-entrepreneurs are now choosing obedient parenting.
Finally, when b ∈ (b̃(0), b̄), independent workers will be completely rationed out of production jobs. As a result, the wage can now be less than wi . Depending on the exact level of the
wage, it may be profitable for these independent non-entrepreneurs to enter entrepreneurship
(since profits in entrepreneurship depend on wages). But with similar reasoning to the one we
have used so far, if they all decided to enter entrepreneurship, this would be inconsistent with
equilibrium. Therefore, the wage has to be such that non-entrepreneurs prefer not to enter.
Let b̄(w) be defined as

b̄(w) ≡

Ai
w

1
 1−α

for w ∈ (wo , wi ].

(23)

Then, in this case, the steady-state equilibrium must have a wage w = b̄−1 (b), and independent
non-entrepreneurs are indifferent between entering and not entering entrepreneurship.19 With
the same reasoning as in the preceding, non-entrepreneurs will choose obedient parenting, and
thus market clearing entails:


1
 κ  1−α
1
1
1−a
e 1−a
e
Ē (w)
µ̄ Ai + (1 − µ̄ )Ao
= (1 − Ē S (w))(1 − µ̄no ),
w
S

(24)

Summarizing these results, we have:
Claim 7 Suppose Assumptions 1-4 hold. Let b̃(q) be as given in (20) and b̄(w) be as given in
(23).
1. When b ∈ [b∗ , b̃(1/γ)], in the unique steady-state equilibrium, there is no entry into
or exit from entrepreneurship, the wage is wi , a fraction q = b̃−1 (b) of independent
19

The reason why the wage cannot be higher is once again that if it were, then for any ε > 0, we could not
have a steady-state equilibrium.
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workers find a job, all agents choose independent parenting, and the equilibrium measure
of entrepreneurs is given by Ẽ S (q) as in (21).
2. When b ∈ [b̃(1/γ), b̃(0)), in the unique steady-state equilibrium, there is no entry into or
exit from entrepreneurship, the wage is wi , a fraction q = b̃−1 (b) of independent workers
find a job, entrepreneurs choose independent parenting and non-entrepreneurs choose
obedient parenting, and the equilibrium measure of entrepreneurs is given by Ê S (q) as in
(22).
3. When b ∈ (b̃(0), b̄], in the unique steady-state equilibrium, there is no entry into or exit
from entrepreneurship, the wage is w = b̄−1 (b), independent workers are fully rationed out
of production jobs, entrepreneurs choose independent parenting and non-entrepreneurs
choose obedient parenting, and the equilibrium measure of entrepreneurs is given by Ē(w)
as in (24).
We can now put the previous four claims together to obtain the main result of this subsection:
Proposition 2 Suppose that Assumptions 1-4 hold. Let b∗ , b∗∗ , b̃(q) and b̄(w) be given by
(15), (17), (20) and (23).
1. If b > b̄, there is no social mobility and steady-state equilibria are given by Proposition 1.
2. If b ∈ [b∗ , b̄], there is no social mobility and Claim 7 characterizes steady-state equilibria.
3. If b∗∗ < b < b∗ , there is a unique steady-state equilibrium where there is full employment,
all parents choose independent parenting style, i.e., vth = vi for all h and t, there is no exit
of entrepreneurs, the total measure of entrepreneurs is E S (b) given by (19), the fraction
of independent types among entrepreneurs is µ̄e given by (10), and the equilibrium wage
is w∗ (b) given by (16).
4. If b < b∗∗ , there is a unique steady-state equilibrium where there is full employment,
µet = 1 (i.e., entry of independent entrepreneurs and exit of obedient entrepreneurs),
S
the total measure of entrepreneurs is Eexit
(b) given by (18), all parents choose to impart

independent values, i.e., vth = vi for all h and t), and the steady-state equilibrium wage
is w∗ (b) given by (16).
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Most importantly, part 4 of Proposition 2 characterizes an equilibrium in which, with nonprohibitive entry barriers, there is some entry of independent types into entrepreneurship. As
we will see in the next section, the most relevant parts are 1 and 4, because, when entry barriers
are endogenized, we will be in one of these two cases. Nevertheless, the intermediate cases also
highlight some of the economic forces in the model.
The most important economic lessons are that depending on the extent of entry barriers, the cultural configurations that arise can be very different than those in Proposition
1. Specifically, we saw in Proposition 1 that with prohibitive entry barriers and low initial
stock of entrepreneurs, non-elite/non-entrepreneur parents choose obedient values for their
children, generating an endogenous source of income inequality (lower incomes for obedient
children of non-elite parents) and social hierarchy (children of entrepreneurs more likely to
be entrepreneurs/bosses). In contrast, a very different social equilibrium emerges when entry
barriers are low as in part 4 of this proposition. In this case, parents expect better economic
opportunities for their children and choose independent parenting. In contrast to Proposition
1, the endogenous source of inequality between children of elite and non-elite parents is significantly lessened—since both types of parents choose to impart independent values, which
makes their offspring more productive and even the offspring of non-entrepreneurs can enter
entrepreneurship, increasing their incomes both directly and also indirectly because of higher
equilibrium wages. This result highlights the fluidity of cultural configurations in the face of
different incentives created by the labor market equilibrium.
Remark 1 Proposition 2 focuses on steady-state equilibria. Although equilibrium dynamics
are more involved, the following argument establishes that starting from E0 in the neighborhood of the relevant steady state E S , the dynamic equilibrium converges to the steady
states characterized in this proposition. Take, for example, part 4 of the proposition. Suppose that E0 is close to but less than E S . Then, labor demand will be sufficiently high that
non-entrepreneurs still prefer independent parenting, and because b < b∗∗ , there will be entry
of independent types into entrepreneurship, gradually increasing the number of entrepreneurs
towards the steady state. If, instead, E0 had been much lower than E S , then non-entrepreneurs
might have preferred obedient parenting because labor demand is low. Nevertheless, in this
case there would again be convergence to the steady-state equilibrium. In other cases covered
in the proposition, local dynamics converge to the steady state as well, but global dynamics
may be more complicated because away from the steady state, parenting or entrepreneurial
decisions may not be uniquely defined.
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Remark 2 Although the steady-state equilibrium characterized so far is unique, there are
forces that might have led to multiple equilibria or multiple steady states this model. In particular, when the equilibrium wage is low, non-entrepreneurs may be discouraged from imparting
independent values because they expect their offspring to be rationed out of employment in the
labor market, and this might reduce productive entrepreneurship, keeping wages low. However,
under the baseline assumptions adopted so far, this effect is always dominated, because when
the equilibrium wage is low, entrepreneurship becomes more profitable, and non-entrepreneurs
may choose independent parenting, expecting that their children will choose to become entrepreneurs. If we generalize the model by making entrepreneurship opportunities stochastic,
then multiplicity can arise. For example, suppose that a non-entrepreneur has an opportunity to enter into partnership with with probability λ ≤ 1 (so that the baseline model is the
special case with λ = 1). In this case, low wages will discourage independent parenting for
non-entrepreneurs, even when they would like their offspring to enter entrepreneurship. This
will in turn limit entrepreneurship and labor demand, supporting low wages and leading to
multiple steady states (as I describe in the Appendix). In the next section, we will see that
the interaction between parenting decisions and political behavior can lead to a more robust
source of multiplicity.

3

The Socio-Political Equilibrium

In this section, I endogenize the key policy tool in this economy, the entry barrier, using a
dynamic game of collective action. I then determine conditions under which there will be
high entry barriers. I adopt a very simple political economy setup with a single non-standard
feature. I suppose that obedient non-entrepreneurs may be convinced to vote against their
economic interests.
Specifically, consider a situation in which non-entrepreneurs are a majority but there is
already a high entry barrier. All else equal, non-entrepreneurs should be able to organize
politically and push for policies that are more in line with their economic interests — in this
instance, one involving zero entry barriers. However, one might imagine that obedient types
are not only less willing to take unsanctioned actions in organizations by shirking, but they
may also be less willing to create opposition against whatever political authority is dominant
at the time. Put differently, obedient non-entrepreneurs may follow entrepreneurs’ political
preferences, in the same way that they obey them in the workplace (or may simply be less
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active in opposing the prevailing political equilibrium).
I introduce these considerations into the model analyzed so far in a reduced-form manner
and suppose that with probability η > 0 each obedient non-entrepreneur votes in a way that
the entrepreneurs prefer (against their own economic interests).
Next note that independent entrepreneurs always prefer a prohibitively high entry barrier
(say b̄, though any entry barrier higher than this is equivalent). The preference of obedient
entrepreneurs is more complex because they may prefer low entry barriers leading to high
wages, so as to leave entrepreneurship and become workers. Nevertheless, we will see that they
typically prefer high entry barriers, which induce low wages and thus create significant profit
opportunities for entrepreneurs.
Let us now define E ∗ as the equilibrium fraction of entrepreneurs when entry barriers are
zero. This is given as a solution to the following equation (from the analysis leading up to
Proposition 2):
E

∗



κ
w∗ (0)

1
 1−α

1

Ai1−a = 1 − µ̄e + (µ̄e − E ∗ )γ,

(25)

where w∗ (·) is again given by (16), and I have used the fact that in such an equilibrium all
1 − µ̄e of obedient types in the population (resulting from independent parenting style from
all parents) will be in production work, and of the µ̄e independent types, µ̄e − E ∗ will be in
production work. The equilibrium wage has to be w∗ (0), as in Proposition 2, since otherwise
all independent types would prefer to enter entrepreneurship.
Now the key question for the social-political equilibrium is whether in a steady state with E ∗
entrepreneurs and a fraction µ̄e of independent types in the population, the political equilibrium
will support zero entry barriers. A sufficient condition for this is
E ∗ + η(1 − µ̄e ) < (1 − η)(1 − µ̄e ) + µ̄e − E ∗ .

(26)

This condition ensures that in the candidate steady-state equilibrium where there is full employment and thus all parents choose independent values, there are sufficiently many independent
non-entrepreneurs that they will be pushing for their own interests (despite the fraction η of
obedient non-entrepreneurs voting in line with entrepreneurial interests). In particular, existing entrepreneurs always prefer high entry barriers in order to increase their rents and will all
vote for high entry barriers. They will also receive the vote of fraction η of obedient workers.
In this candidate steady-state equilibrium all entrepreneurs are independent, and thus all obedient types are workers. As a result, the total votes in favor of entrepreneurs is upper-bounded
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by the left-hand side of (26), E ∗ + η(1 − µ̄e ) (this is an upper bound, since E ∗ is an upper
bound on the number of existing entrepreneurs). Against this are all the votes of all independent agents who are not currently entrepreneurs and the remaining fraction 1 − η of obedient
workers. Independent workers always prefer low entry barriers, since w∗ (b) is diminishing in b,
and independent non-entrepreneurs entering entrepreneurship always prefer low entry barriers
as well. Hence, votes for low entry barriers are lower-bounded by µ̄e − E ∗ + (1 − η)(1 − µ̄e ),
which gives us the right-hand side of (26).
Second, and in contrast to the previous case, consider a measure of entrepreneurship E S (b̄)
given by
S



E (b̄)

κ
wi

1
 1−α

1
1

(µ̄e Ai1−a + (1 − µ̄e )Ao1−α ) ∈ E S (b̄) (1 − µ̄no ) , E S (b̄) .

(27)

This expression defines E S (b̄) as the measure of entrepreneurship, such that at wage wi and
when non-entrepreneurs are choosing obedient parenting, labor demand in steady state is
enough to employ all obedient types plus no more than the fraction 1/γ of the independent
types (which gives E S (b̄)[(1 − µ̄no ) + γ1 × γ × µ̄no ] = E S (b̄)). Because there is more than enough
labor demand to employ all obedient workers, but not enough to employ all workers, the
wage has to be at wi . Moreover, because no more than a fraction 1/γ of independent types
are finding employment, obedient parenting is a best response for non-entrepreneur parents.
Notice also that the entry barrier here is b̄, and hence there is no room for further entry into
entrepreneurship (or any incentive for exit from entrepreneurship for obedient types). Finally,
whether the entry barrier is b̄ or in fact greater is not material, since any entry barrier b ≥ b̄
is equivalent in terms of preventing all entry.
Suppose, in addition, that the following condition is satisfied:
E S (b̄) + η(1 − µ̄no )(1 − E S (b̄)) > (1 − η(1 − µ̄no ))(1 − E S (b̄)).

(28)

This condition implies that at the level of labor demand given by E S (b̄), there are sufficiently
many obedient non-entrepreneurs and η is sufficiently high that entrepreneurs’ interests will
win out in the political process. Specifically, in this case with high entry barriers, there is no
entry into entrepreneurship, and hence all E S (b̄) entrepreneurs are naturally in favor of high
entry barriers (the equilibrium wage they pay, w∗ (b), is decreasing in b). They will be joined
with a fraction η of obedient workers. The right-hand side, on the other hand, is the total
votes of independent workers plus obedient workers who are not aligned with entrepreneurs
(fraction (1 − η)). This gives condition (28).
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This argument, together with the same reasoning that led to Proposition 2, establishes our
main result in this section:
Proposition 3 Suppose that Assumptions 1-4 hold, and that for E ∗ and E S (b̄) given by (25)
and (27) conditions (26) and (28) are satisfied. Suppose also that Ao > wαi Ai1−α /γ.Then there
exist multiple steady states.
• In one steady state, there are no entry barriers and this leads to an equilibrium measure
of entrepreneurs given by E ∗ as in (25). In addition, only independent types are entrepreneurs, the equilibrium wage is w∗ (0) and there is full employment. This encourages
independent parenting among non-entrepreneurs, and given (26), generates sufficient political support to maintain zero entry barriers.
• In another steady state, entry barriers are given by b̄ (or b ≥ b̄), the equilibrium measure
of entrepreneurs is E S (b̄), there is no exit of obedient types from entrepreneurship, the
equilibrium wage is wi , there is rationing of employment for independent types (with the
probability of employment for any independent type worker being less than 1/γ), and
non-entrepreneurs choose obedient parenting. Given (28), there is political support for
high entry barriers.
First note that E S (b̄) that satisfies the conditions of the proposition is not necessarily
unique, and hence there may be a range of values for E S (b̄) that can be supported as steadystate equilibria (and which one emerges will depend on initial conditions).
Much of the argument underlying the proof of this proposition was provided above, and
here I sketch some of the remaining details. First note that E ∗ is, by definition, the measure
of entrepreneurs that will ensure full employment when the fraction of the population who
are independent is µ̄e and the fraction of entrepreneurs who are independent is 1. Then the
equilibrium wage has to be w∗ (0) from Proposition 2. Because there is full employment, it
follows immediately that independent parenting is optimal for all agents. To ensure that this
is a steady-state equilibrium, all we need to check is that there is political support for zero
entry barriers, which was established with the arguments leading to the proposition.
Next, a similar argument establishes that E S (b̄) is consistent with a different type of steadystate equilibrium. Now labor demand is sufficiently low that less than 1/γ fraction of independent types can get jobs in the production sector. This encourages non-entrepreneurs to
choose obedient parenting, and ensures that a smaller fraction of workers are independent. In
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particular, now in steady state only µ̄n < µ̄e fraction of non-entrepreneurs are independent.
Then, condition (28) ensures that there is enough support for high entry barriers, with the
backing of a η fraction of obedient non-entrepreneurs. The last condition we have to check to
establish that this configuration is a steady-state equilibrium is that obedient entrepreneurs
do indeed prefer high entry barriers in this case. This is straightforward to verify. If they exit
entrepreneurship, the highest wage they can receive is w∗ (0) = Ai γ −(1−α) as given by (16) — if
there is suddenly a jump to zero entry barriers. In contrast, in entrepreneurship they will make
1

α
− 1−α

profits given by Ao1−α wi

. The condition in the proposition ensures that the latter is greater

than the former, guaranteeing that obedient entrepreneurs always prefer entrepreneurship at
low wages to production work at high wages (and this condition can be simultaneously satisfied
with the Assumption 4).
What about the dynamic equilibrium in this economy? I now sketch the arguments that
characterize the dynamic equilibrium. Suppose we start with E0 entrepreneurs and fraction
µn0 of non-entrepreneurs being independent. For simplicity, suppose first that µn0 ≈ µ̄no . Then
if
E0 + η(1 − µe0 )(1 − E0 ) > (1 − η(1 − µe0 ))(1 − E0 ),

(29)

then there will again be a coalition in favor of high entry barriers. But once we impose entry
barriers of b̄ (or above), the probability of unemployment for independent types is greater than
1/γ, inducing non-entrepreneur parents to choose obedient parenting style. This reinforces
the coalition in favor of high entry barriers, and the economy converges to one of the steady
states with E S (b̄) entrepreneurs and high entry barriers.20 Suppose next that we start with an
allocation where the opposite inequality in (29) holds and where, in addition, µn0 ≈ µ̄e , then
we will converge to the steady-state with E ∗ entrepreneurs and low entry barriers.21
The significance of this result is that we now have multiple steady states for the same
parameters (though arising only for different initial conditions). These steady states have
very different social hierarchies, distinct social mobility patterns and economic allocations, and
critically, very different types of political engagement from non-elites (non-entrepreneurs). Two
societies in such different steady states may appear to be trapped by their cultures, supporting
20

We can also see the role of the assumption that µn0 ≈ µ̄no . If instead we had µn0 << µ̄no , (29) might have been
satisfied despite the fact that E0 was quite high, and in this case, even after the obedient parenting decisions of
non-entrepreneurs, the dynamics would ultimately lead to high labor demand and push the economy towards
the zero entry barrier steady state.
21
The role of the assumption that µn0 ≈ µ̄e is analogous to the argument provided in the previous footnote:
if we had µn0 >> µ̄e , then even after independent parenting decisions by non-entrepreneurs, the coalition in
favor of no entry barriers may not be sustainable.
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divergent political and economic outcomes. However, cultural configurations, as well as social
hierarchies, mobility patterns and economic allocations, are all jointly determined. It is as much
cultural configurations that are adjusting to different labor market equilibria as it is the other
way around — labor markets and political behavior adapting to different cultures. Indeed, the
source of multiplicity of steady states comes from the interplay of parental incentives to impart
obedient values to their offspring and the political implications of a high fraction of obedient
types. In particular, when wages are low and there is rationing of jobs, non-entrepreneurs
prefer an obedient parenting style, and this then changes the collective action problem among
workers, increasing the political power of entrepreneurs/elites and enabling them to introduce
or maintain high entry barriers. High entry barriers then keep wages low, limit social mobility
and maintain entrepreneur/elite privileges.

4

Conclusion and Discussion

There is growing interest in the role of cultural factors in shaping economic allocations. One
of the most influential approaches within this domain has been to assume that cultural traits
are slow-changing (perhaps determined by slow evolution or genetic or regional characteristics), which minimizes the impact of economic allocations on culture. This approach does not
preclude an analysis of the co-evolution of culture and economic outcomes, for example as in
Tabellini (2008) or Bisin and Verdier (2017), but in most applications, culture tends to have
the more defining effect on economic allocations and institutions than the other way around.
An alternative framework has recently been proposed in Acemoglu and Robinson (2021), emphasizing the fluidity of cultures and their adaptation to changing political or economic forces
across societies. This approach puts more emphasis on the response of cultural variables to
economic equilibria.
This paper explores how similar forces work across different social strata within a given
society. Motivated by rich heterogeneities that exist in attitudes and social preferences within
many societies, I study how labor market equilibria provide differential cultural incentives
to individuals depending on their current social position, which in turn affects productivity,
opportunities for entrepreneurship, and social mobility. My focus has been on the choice of
values related to obedience vs. independence by families.
In the model, obedience is a useful characteristic for employers, especially when wages are
low, since independent workers need to be given more incentives, whereas when wages are high,
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these incentives are automatically provided. Hence, in low-wage environments, low-income families will be pushed towards imparting values of obedience in order not to disadvantage their
children in the labor market. To the extent that independence is useful for entrepreneurial
activities, this then depresses their social mobility. High-income (entrepreneur) parents, on
the other hand, always impart values of independence, since they expect that their children
can enter into higher-income entrepreneurial (or managerial) activities thanks to their family resources and privileges, which is captured in this framework by their ability to stay in
entrepreneurship without paying entry costs.
Social mobility dynamics and barriers to entrepreneurship play an important role in the
model, because they determine economic opportunities, employment levels and wages. These
in turn influence incentives for different parenting styles, which also play into economic opportunities and the extent of labor demand. Critically, however, the impacts of the labor market
equilibrium are not the same on elite (entrepreneur) and non-elite (worker) parents. When
labor demand is expected to be low, this encourages non-elite parents to choose very different
values than elite parents, and this in turn further reduces social mobility.
The last section of the paper discussed how political activity can be hampered when labor
market incentives encourage greater obedience. In particular, greater obedience at the workplace may translate into greater political obedience, bending the ark of political equilibrium in
a more pro-elite direction. This creates a new source of multiplicity of steady-state equilibria:
when entry barriers are high, labor demand is low and non-entrepreneur parents are encouraged
to impart obedient values. Because obedient workers are less effective (and less consistent) in
pursuing their economic and political interests, this can create a political equilibrium in which
entry barriers can stay high and social mobility low. In contrast, when entry barriers are low,
labor demand is high and non-entrepreneurs choose independent parenting. This increases the
number of independent types among workers, who then become the backbone of a political
coalition maintaining low entry barriers and high social mobility.
There are several interesting research areas highlighted by the analysis in this paper. To
start with, there is need for more systematic empirical analysis of the relationship between
labor market equilibrium and parental choices. The evidence presented in Figure 1 documents
significant within-society heterogeneity in obedience versus independence, and suggests that
there might be major interconnections, but does not speak to issues of causality.
There are also several theoretical and conceptual directions for future work. Here I discuss
five.
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First, the paper assumed that obedience and independence are determined by parenting
style. An alternative is to assume that these values are imparted by schools. Suppose for
simplicity that parents have no influence on the values of their offspring, but these are determined by schools, and consider two different school structures. In the first, there is integrated
schooling, so children of entrepreneurs and non-entrepreneurs go to the same schools. As a
result, they will receive the same values. In the other, there is segregation across social class
lines, and now the offspring of non-entrepreneurs could receive values of obedience. Suppose
also that the same political economy structure as in the previous section determines school
integration or segregation. Now, if entrepreneurs are sufficiently powerful but also sufficiently
few so that they can significantly benefit from high entry barriers, then they may also have an
incentive to create a segregated schooling structure in order to increase obedience among nonentrepreneurs. Particularly when employment is rationed, having more obedient workers in the
workforce is beneficial for the entrepreneurs. This reasoning implies that it is indeed beneficial
for current entrepreneurs to set up a segregated schooling structure (provided that this has no
other costs). If, in contrast, society started with sufficiently powerful non-entrepreneurial interests, they would push for integrated schooling, and this would lead to a political equilibrium,
supporting integrated schools and greater social mobility.
Second, one could consider an extension in which there is a within-family decision problem
as well, whereby independent offspring may create lower utility for parents (because independent children are more likely to disobey their parents or less likely to contribute to within-family
public goods). The main trade-off is that the economic gain from independence now needs to
exceed a higher threshold for parents to be convinced to impart independent values to their
children.
Third, it would be interesting to explore how the choice between obedience vs. independence
affects political participation and social decisions in greater detail. Although this paper has
assumed that obedient types may be uniformly more likely to go along with policy choices
in line with elite interests, reality may be more complex. For example, obedient types may
also be quite effective “foot soldiers” in a hierarchical party opposed to elite interests, or
they may be inclined to support not the elite’s interests but the status quo, thus amplifying
persistence. More broadly, exploring the relationship between different types of values and
priorities individuals receive from their parents and how these impact political activism is an
interesting area for research.
Fourth, richer political economy dynamics can also be introduced into this framework.
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An important aspect would be the role of repression. Political repression may have different
effects on obedient and independent workers, creating another set of economic and political
interactions.
Finally, the framework in Acemoglu and Robinson (2021) emphasizes individual and collective choices about cultural configurations that take place at higher frequencies (and not simply
during one’s “impressionable years”). Incorporating these types of responses in the context of
the interplay between obedience to hierarchy and labor market equilibrium is another interesting area of research.
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Appendix A
Multiple Equilibria
Let us next consider the same environment in the text, but with the extension mentioned in
Remark 2, where non-entrepreneurs only have an opportunity to become an entrepreneur with
probability λ < 1. Let us also focus on the case in which b < b∗ in Proposition 2. The main
difference from the model in the text is that now there can be multiple equilibria, particularly
when πoo is low. The reasoning for the multiplicity is straightforward. When λ < 1, an
individual must take into account the likelihood that his offspring will not be able to enter into
entrepreneurship even if he is of independent type. In this case, prevailing wages and labor
market rationing become important. If there is rationing in equilibrium, non-entrepreneur
parents might be discouraged from imparting independent values, but then when they choose
obedient values, there will be less entry of high productivity individuals into entrepreneurship,
keeping labor demand low, wages low and labor market rationing high, and this will in turn
discourage an independent parenting style among non-entrepreneurs.
To simplify the exposition in this section, I focus on the extreme case in which πoo = 0.22
I also take the initial conditions µn0 = 0 and µe0 = µ̄e (which is again adopted to simplify the
discussion).
Consider first the case in which λ is small. In this case, an independent offspring of a
non-entrepreneur is unlikely to be able to enter into entrepreneurship. But the assumption
that µe0 < µ̃e implies that at the initial date, there is rationing of jobs for independent workers,
and anticipating this, it is preferable for non-entrepreneurs to choose obedient parenting styles.
Since πoo = 0, this calculus of non-entrepreneur parents recurs in every period — i.e., if nonentrepreneur parents choose obedient parenting for their offspring at time t, then the next
generation will also do likewise, and so there will be no further entry into entrepreneurship.
It is also straightforward to determine what the threshold value λ∗ above which this reasoning ceases to apply is. In particular, note that the worst scenario for an independent
parenting style for non-entrepreneurs is one in which q i = 0. But even in this case, a nonentrepreneur may choose an independent parenting style with the hope of his offspring entering
into entrepreneurship. It is straightforward to see that he will do so only if λ > λ∗ , where
  1
∗ Ai 1−α
λ w
wi = wi (the left-hand side is the expected income of an independent offspring ati

22

When πoo is relatively high, even in cases where non-entrepreneur parents choose to impart obedient
values, there will be sufficient independent types in the next generation, which may prevent the emergence of
the low-wage, low-entrepreneurship equilibrium.
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tempting to enter into entrepreneurship, and the right-hand side is the income of an obedient
offspring). This yields the critical value for λ as:
λ∗ =



Ai
wi

1
− 1−α

.

(A-1)

What happens when all non-entrepreneurs choose independent parenting? In this case,
there will be some independent types among non-entrepreneurs in the next period, and a
fraction λ of these agents will find it profitable to enter entrepreneurship (since b < b∗ ). Then
at the next date, t = 1, the number of entrepreneurs and fraction of independent types among
entrepreneurs are given by
E1 = E0 + λπoi (1 − E0 ) and µe1 =

µ̄e E0 + λπoi (1 − E0 )
.
E0 + λπoi (1 − E0 )

The intuition for these expressions is straightforward. With independent parenting among
non-entrepreneurs and starting with no independent types among non-entrepreneurs, there
will be a total of πoi (1 − E0 ) independent types among their offspring in the next period. A
fraction λ of those will have an opportunity to enter into entrepreneurship. This implies that
the total number of entrepreneurs will increase from E0 to E0 + λπoi (1 − E0 ). Naturally, this
will also increase the fraction of independent types among entrepreneurs from µ̄e to µe1 . For
independent parenting to be preferable for non-entrepreneurs, it is necessary that entry into
entrepreneurship sufficiently increases the probability of employment of independent types . In
particular, the analog of the condition in Claim 3 would be sufficient for this. This is equivalent
to the condition in the proposition, namely λ > λ̂ where


1
  1−α
1
1
1−a
κ
e
e 1−a
1 − E0 − E0 w
µ̄ Ai + (1 − µ̄ )Ao
i


λ̂ =
.
1
  1−α
1
1−a
κ
πoi (1 − E0 ) 1 + w
Ai

(A-2)

i

As in (11), this expression requires that labor demand at time t = 1 is exactly such that at
the resulting probability of employment for independent workers, non-entrepreneur parents are
indifferent between imparting independent and obedient values.
This discussion gives the main insight from this Appendix: when λ̂ < λ∗ , there will be a
multiplicity of equilibria. When sufficiently many non-entrepreneurs choose independent parenting, labor demand is high and this encourages other non-entrepreneurs to impart independent values to their offspring. However, when very few non-entrepreneurs choose independent
parenting, labor demand is low and this discourages independent parenting, because parents
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are worried that their independent offspring will not be able to enter entrepreneurship, and
when this happens, they will be rationed out of employment in favor of obedient types. Comparing (A-1) and (A-2), it is clear that when Ai , µ̄e or πoi is high, this inequality is likely to
be satisfied.

Data Sources and Additional Figures
The data used in Figure 1, Figure 2 and in this Appendix are from the Integrated Values
Survey, a series of nationally representative surveys covering 113 countries and around 432,463
respondents between 1981 and 2018. Interviews are conducted in the local languages and
questions are designed to assess respondents’ attitudes on a range of issues, including the three
outcomes I look at in this paper: support for independence, obedience and hard work.
Independence, obedience and hard work are dummies that are equal to one if the respondent
mentions these characteristics when asked: “Here is a list of qualities that children can be
encouraged to learn at home. Which, if any, do you consider especially important?”.
We also use two additional variables in our analysis. The first is family income, which is a
self-reported measure based on the question “Here is a scale of incomes. We would like to know
in what group your household is, counting all wages, salaries, pensions and other incomes that
come in. Just give the letter of the group your household falls into, before taxes and other
deductions.” The scale goes from A to L (1 to 10 in the figure), representing the lowest and
the highest values. The second is parent’s education, which is based on the question “What
is the highest level your father (mother) has completed in education?” (parent’s education is
based on the father, unless he did not live with the respondent at age 14, in which case, the
survey inquires about the mother). This variable was only incorporated in the two final waves
of the survey and it is therefore available for a smaller sample of 102,126 respondents.
In our sample, the proportion of respondents that consider independence, obedience and
hard work as especially important are 48.06%, 34.78% and 52.80%.
The following two figures present analogues of Figure 1, but also controlling for country
fixed effects and survey wave fixed effects in the next figure, and additionally for year of birth,
age and year of interview fixed effects in the following one. The results are very similar to those
depicted in Figure 1, underscoring the within-country dimension of much of the variation in
the data and the robustness of the relationship between independence vs. obedience and social
economic status (and education) of parents.
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Figure A-1: Attitudes towards independence, obedience and hard work by family income and
parents’ education. This figure replicates Figure 1, but while controlling for fixed effects of
country and survey wave. See the data and sample details below.
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Figure A-2: Attitudes towards independence, obedience and hard work by family income and
parents’ education. This figure replicates Figure 11, but while controlling for fixed effects of
country, survey wave, cohort, age and year of interview. See below for data and sample details.
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